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Cycles of artist run activity ebb and flow naturally; down periods of limited activity are offset
by those fun – if not tiring – times when it seems like every artist is running some kind of
program and every night of the week there’s something on.1 After what feels like a spell of
slowness, it’s exciting when there is a fresh groundswell of activity.
Starting an ARI is great, there’s a buzz, your peers are supportive, and artists you like are
very generous and will work with you. There’s a sense of urgency or need around why you
started that makes it validating when things work, along with the satisfaction of contributing
to the overall vitality of the art ecology. Then, after the early hard yards there are good
opportunities for you when your ARI is a recognised part of the broader scene. You’ve
developed skills, made connections and supported artists. Of course, it’s not always a rosy
endeavour; like any work it can be exhausting2 not to mention costly.
A few years ago I remember there was a lot more government cash around for ARIs to
access. There was a whole grant category at Australia Council dedicated to artist run
initiatives, fancy artists being paid for their labour! Even for the ARIs who didn’t get it, having
a funding pool (seem) within reach can be a great source of comfort and points to a wider
recognition of the work you’re doing. Right now there is limited fiscal support for ARIs. Heck,
right now there’s limited financial support for whole art institutions. On the flip side, ARIs that
aren’t ticking government boxes to get dollars are freer to rock the boat, to challenge the
status quo and respond with critical distance and vigour to what institutions are doing. ARIs
that take risks, because they are allowed to fail, because they exist for themselves and their
artists create valuable spaces for emerging practices to experiment, learn and grow.

Emerging! Now there’s a term I’d like to pick a bone with. It tends to be rather nebulous
doesn’t it? Shifting depending on who you’re asking, or for what purpose. I’ve developed
a personal pet peeve when artists use it to describe themselves in casual conversation.
For the sake of grant X or exhibition Y criteria, yes, you fall into the category emerging, the
term is helpful, but when we’re chatting as far as I’m concerned you’re an artist. It’s also
problematic when people pushing what could be considered the outer limits of emerging
take opportunities from artists that really are at the start of their career.
In terms of platforms for emerging artists, I’m looking forward to the inaugural Laundrie
National Emerging Art Prize; the list of finalists features as many artists that I don’t know
as those that I do; I’m excited to check the barometer on the current moment and be
introduced to new practices.
An exhibition like this is a lot of work to curate and coordinate, but I hope the experience is
rewarding enough for The Laundry that we will see The Laundrie prize again on the annual
art calendar.

1

At least that’s been my experience of Brisbane over the last 6 years or so, others with
longer experience seem to back this up.

2

My own ARI (Current Projects, look us up, our archive is still online) had a familiar
journey of programming for a couple of years before winding down.
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The Laundry Artspace was started out of frustration by two artists.

The concept of ‘emerging’ has become so ambiguous, it is almost humourous.

Co-Director Naomi O’Reilly and I began holding Laundry exhibitions in April 2015, while
studying our honours in a Bachelor of Fine Art. We both have backgrounds in video,
sculpture and installation art; fields where access to a blank, white space is highly necessary
for the creative process as well as the final exhibition. Our frustration results from endless
labyrinthian institutional protocols and extreme workplace health and safety procedures.
In our four years at university, these have progressed to a point where it can be hard to
experiment in your own studio, and to have access to a gallery-simulated space where the
resolution of artworks can happen: it is getting harder to make art.

You’re a student artist. Then you graduate and you’re an emerging artist. Then you have a
few shows and you get a bit older and then you’re a mid career artist. After teaching for a
few years you may decide it’s time to go back to being a student – get that PhD. Then you’re
an established artist? Did we miss representation in this? Does that happen somewhere? I
guess - if you’re a painter. Is there a Game of Life - Art School Edition?

While The Laundry Artspace is not a typical white gallery, it still provides a space free from the
constraints of bureaucracy, where emerging artists can publicly exhibit experimental work. In
fact, The Laundry is my laundry; it has peeling paint, an old washing machine, stained floors,
incandescent lighting and an inability to screw into the walls - all traits consistent with the
Queenslander share house it is part of. Somehow, it is still a more practical option.
The secret to The Laundry is to work with the characteristics of the space, rather than
attempting to change or hide them. Artists are encouraged to make site specific works for
the space, and to embrace the makeshift aesthetic that comes with having to install work

You might be a recent art school graduate - or maybe you’re still studying - and you’ve come
to the realisation that you’re too emerging for an ‘emerging’ art prize. Or maybe you have
your PhD and you’re still not established enough to be ‘emerging’. And maybe you’ve had
some big shows, you’ve got yourself a name, projects on the back burner, but you might
have missed out on the most recent round of Australia Arts Council grants, seen that sweet
$15 000 and thought, “Fuck it! I could still be ‘emerging’.”
No one really knows what ‘emerging’ means anymore. Not even us.
So we’re calling the shots now. We’re the artists and this is our art prize. What were the
selection criteria to be a finalist? We made it up. How did we pick a winner? We picked the
art we like. We’re playing by our own rules, because this is our game.

differently to that of a gallery. The result is often better art.
Of importance to The Laundry is fostering camaraderie and collaboration between artists
through holding group shows. We also wish to promote wider community engagement with
the Brisbane emerging art scene in a space that is, perhaps, more approachable for those
who are on the scene’s fringe.
All of these objectives are aimed at bringing the Brisbane emerging art community together,
and promoting a sense of support and pride amongst all artists in the current political and
economic environment.

This is what emerging looks like.
And it looks good.
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beau allen
Colonial settler women appear as spectres
in Australian history, repeatedly depicted as
mysterious bystanders. over and over co-opts
these long-standing practises of selective
historicism to make visible how this myth
persists; obscuring how these women are
imagined today.

over and over
2015
Inkjet print of John Oxley Library’s photographs,
colour formula guide, gold powder
Variable

hailey atkins
This is a painting of
someone’s legs. They are
not really this colour nor
are they so sporadically
hairy. From this view they
could be my legs, or they
could be your legs.

Legs with hair
2015
Oil on board
15 x 20cm

david attwood

The work To Her Door draws on
a set of (two) materials common
to
popular
representations
(caricatures) of Australian culture;
a rubber tyre door mat, purchased
from Bunnings, and some
sausages that I got from Coles.
The combination of these two
materials is made in an attempt
to encourage a re-imagining of
each, and may obtusely reflect
an irreverent attitude towards
Australian iconography.
“Sausages are great in that they
may simultaneously allude to shits
and dicks.”

To Her Door
2015
Rubber door mat and barbecued
sausages
35 x 60 x 5 cm

helen bird
Untitled 1 (Trace Series) is the visual output of an attempt to
engage and control unpredictable, kinetic drawing objects. The
small abstract metal objects glide across the paper surface with
a metal ball system which may be manipulated with magnets
to pass through ink. Thus a scenario is created that allows for
considered interaction and the freedom of play. Concentration
in interaction manifests in a connection with the object that is,
by chance, successful or wayward. The result is a drawn line
that fades in and out of definition depending on the level of
ink coating the object. An unbroken line is achieved until the
magnetic connection between the drawer and the drawing is
disrupted.

Untitled 1 (Trace Series)
2015
Ink & charcoal on paper
60 x 60 cm

With Bob and Lynda is a visual love letter to Lynda Benglis, an artist who has greatly
influenced my work as an artist researcher over the last six years. It responds to Benglis’
Artforum ad, Advertisement in: Artforum, November 1974, Vol.13, No.3, S. 3-4, in which
she was responding to the new [at the time] trend of male artists using themselves, and
particularly their masculinity, as promotional material for their exhibitions rather than their
works. She was joining them in their game of ‘bigness’. While this image appeals to me
visually, and reminds me that many of the inequities and attitudes from the 1970s remain
today, my work, my love letter, is tipping my hat to the courageousness of her full frontal
assault on the masculine egos parading across the institutions of the art world. In this ‘letter’
I thank her for her work and forthright intelligence, and for giving me permission to turn my
own vulnerability into a strength in my work.

courtney coombs

With Bob and Lynda
2015
Digital print on rice paper on timber shelf
120 x 60 cm

claudia de salvo

Foodporn is an investigation
into our growing fixation
with the aesthetics of
food, exacerbated through
online narratives and the
representation of self in
amateur photography online.
The enormity of these
narratives are emphasized
by the birds eye angles often
used to create such images,
with the camera perched
high and facing straight
down at the meal. For this
series the camera has
been repositioned to create
blended images that reflect
the overlooked enormity of
the issues that result in our
meal: questions of food
security, consumption and
production.

Foodporn
2015
Collage
7.6 x 10.2 cm each

rhiannon dionysius
Untitled (ceramics)
2015
Glazed raku clay, hand-made table
120.5 x 105 cm

Untitled (ceramics) explores notions of transgressive femininity, sexuality and appearance,
relating ideas of ‘the Other’ and ‘monstrous femininity’ to contemporary experience.

charlie donaldson
Situated within the visual language of unexplainable phenomena and conspiracy culture, my
practice examines the capacity of images to provide accurate perspective of history, and
the changes in the critique and dissemination of images in the 21st Century.

Gulf Breeze
2015
Acrylic paint on foamcore
22.5cm x 13cm

Plane landing
2015
Acrylic paint on foamcore
22.5cm x 13cm

Have Blue
2015
Found photograph
13.5cm x 12.5cm

The forms in Means and Ends are built of photographic offcuts from sailing books, from
which the sails have been removed. Sailing has a complex meaning: it suggests a great
freedom within nature, but also an instrumental harnessing of it and, by turns, a vulnerability
to its power. This work employs a simple, formal structure that seems precariously balanced
between chance and control, the natural and artificial, abstraction and representation.

mitchell donaldson
Means and Ends
2014
Found images on paper
75 x 55 cm each

leah emery
The good versus bad paradigm seems an inescapable component of the human condition.
Each opposing element battles for supremacy in our subconscious and in the public realm.
Rather than ally with one or the other, the more seductive option is to invite both forces to
the party and watch the ensuing chaos unfold. My work pits these two forces against each
other by using traditional cross stitch to recreate scenes of hard core pornography. I aim
to dampen the shock impact of the explicit content of the images by imbuing their curious
vulgarity with beauty that the image alone lacks.

Bodies of Evidence #1
2014
Cross Stitch (5000 stictches)
12.5 x 15.2 cm

kevin foo
A selection of 79 enigmatic
aphorisms that comment
on a variety of subjects,
including
the
nature
of art, the practice of
contemporary art, the
attainment of wisdom .

Selected Aphorisms
2015
Looped photo slideshow in
digital photo frame
26 x 19 cm

rong-hua fu
I aim to re-enliven Chinese traditional symbols with my
digital designs. Each of my designs has the structure of a
mandala. They are ordered and geometrical, yet complex.
It is said that spiritual geometry is said to have a powerful
effect on the human psyche. I find it interesting that
something so decorative might be able to ‘speak to’ the
nether side of our being, i.e. our unconscious.
Iguana is a site specific wall-paper installation in which I
have tried to draw attention to a pre-existing architectural
feature. The work’s shape has been predetermined by the
architecture’s geometrical form. But in a kind of ‘inversion
of power’, the feature has become entirely papered-over by
the work. As a result, what was an overlooked and neutral
zone has now become decorative, gaudy and intrusive. In
making this work, I am reminded about the marginalisation of
the ‘other’, which despite its limitations within the dominant
structures, might still be able to announce its presence.

Iguana
2015
Mock wall-paper
installation

callum galletly
clapping with
one eye full
of lubricated feelings
move from one vertical
groove to the
next

unlocker of wanted wants
Shot glass, jelly, lime zest, resin, mdf, acrylic.
60 X 30 cm

marisa georgiou
Autumn in the Australian Garden
investigates notions of comfort and
familiarity in the way we maintain
colonial traditions in the domestic
garden, but simultaneously alludes
to the notion of maintaining lawns
in the Australian environment as
an ill-afforded luxury. It is curious
how a tradition of working with,
or contriving nature has come to
be seen as another materialism or
consumer industry.
My mother is an avid gardener, and
so both gardening and enjoying
gardens is intricately tied to
memories of my English childhood
and Australian adolescence. The
garden is seen as a small piece
of land that urban Australians can
reshape and contrive to their hearts
desires; but does the artificial
production of desires remove us
from what is ‘authentically’ there?

Autumn in the Australian Garden
(Lawns and Groundcovers)
2015
Sofa Cushion, Pins, Pages from
Gardening Book
Variable

loki groves
I’ve made thousands of these abstract
compositions while watching shows and
movies on my laptop. They range from
fizzy and woolly, right through to smooth
and cool. A lot of them are board shorts,
couches, oil paintings, bean bags, curtains,
lamp shades, t-shirts, gardens, windows;
whole cities of things, all in my brain.

InsideBrain
2015
Single projection, music loop and tent
Variable dimesions

spencer harvie
The world is becoming more and more dense. There is hardly an event to escape public
attention in the incessant flow of information. But does this degree of transparency actually
render everything visible? Or doesn’t this comprehensive brightness in turn attract shadows
that rightly ought to be dispersed? Are we not now living in the meantime in a world of
mistrust towards everything that makes itself all too noticeable?

Spencer, the man vs the state
2015
Book, crystal, clay, plinth
8 x 16 x 90 cm

charlie donaldson and spencer harvie
Our work is a spontaneously created diagram that forms connections between unrelated
images and objects - an erratic and experimental display of an intensely driven collaborative
process. Our method of collage-as-diagram borrows heavily from the aesthetics of
conspiracy theories. We’re trying to uncover something hidden about our world, much in
the same way a conspiracy theorist is trying to dig for the truth about reality.

S.H. + C.D. consciousness capacity - dual neural network study of
reality: Tracing the origins of The Source and the Shattles family
2015
Collage on paper
200cm x 100cm

liam herne
These works are from a series called Meme. Meme is a collection of memes created by the
artist presented on paper. The meme was created by the artist and lacks any real context
and is just a photogram of an inanimate object. This has then been combined with text
taken from people’s posts on social networking sites, advertising and news stories from the
internet. This combination leaves the viewer with disjointed sound bites and a disorienting
narrative. The meme was chosen as the means of presentation as they are constantly
changed or re-appropriated and shared online.
The work aims to highlight the sometimes absurd and banal times we live in, and how it has
been impacted by new forms of communication. With the internet giving us freedom to say
what we want, do we actually say anything of importance?

Jelly and Rebecca
2014
Photographic print
30 x 42 cm each

angela hughes
A series of old photos that were destroyed in a flood,
manipulated,
scanned,
and manipulated again.
And then printed

Burnt Memories
2015
Digital Prints
Variable

luke kidd
Overpass
2015
Oil on MDF
90 x 60 cm

Overpass is a series of paintings made in response to the artist’s understanding of the
current political/social climate in Australia. The scenes within these paintings are areas of
newly built road and highway infrastructure from selected locations in the artist’s home-town
of Brisbane.
The way in which the artist collected
source material for these works,
through Google street view, reinterprets
the tradition of painting en plein air;
an approach used by early Australian
impressionists such as Roberts,
Streeton and McCubbin. Unlike the
opulent and often mystic sceneries
that these artists represented, the
landscapes in these works have been
flattened, bloated and urbanised. The
only remaining natural features in these
scenes are either scrubby areas by the
wayside or selected decorative features.
These are images of landscapes tamed
and levelled by the ever growing network
of the ‘roads of the 21st century’. The
utopian ideals that these infrastructures
symbolise are undercut by their blunt
and imperfect representation and the
lack of deep perspective within the
picture plane. The artist here attempts
to reconcile the competing values of
economic progress and environmental
preservation as he plays both resistant
and participant to the societal system
that demands and depends on these
urban structures.

Berryfruit presents a challenge to social norms by focusing on behaviour that is typically
marginalised taking place within a highly visible public space. While it is common to observe
animals scavenging from the remnants of human consumption, it usually occurs once
spaces have been cleared of human activity or in marginalised areas away from the public
eye. In this way ‘Berryfruit’ could be seen as a challenge to the naturalisation of the division
between what is seen as marginal and what is seen as acceptable. This position is furthered
by the low viewpoint and close cropping which suggests an empathy or identification with
‘the outsider’ and behaviour that sits outside the norm.

peter kozak

Berryfruit
2015
Single-channel
HD video
1:56 minutes

Youjia Lu is a Chinese Artist based in Melbourne. Her pieces feature themes of individuality,
relationships and human inner states. She continues to develop a strong desire to explore
the conversation between traditional arts and video or projected visual mediums; “the art in
the video/image” and “the video/image in art”.
Loop explores the duality that exists when one is trapped in thought suppression. A double
consciousness exists as the paranoia-fueled anxiety generates an individual who, while
consciously attempting to escape thought, is simultaneously indulging in them obsessively.

youjia lu
Loop
2014
Video
5:25 minutes

emily mcguire
Since Tumblr is saturated with found fashion images, user- created text posts play an
important role within this highly visual digital culture. Tumblr bloggers have a penchant for
using text posts to express ironic, self-deprecating parodies that critique the idealistic fashion
images that circulate on the platform. This unfolds as a collective awareness that neither
the blogger nor the reader is desirable or attractive like the beautiful models and fantasy
scenarios depicted in fashion imagery displayed on Tumblr blogs. In turn, the performance
of fashionable female identity on Tumblr is often deeply ambiguous as bloggers complicate
a simple dichotomy of empowerment and disempowerment through the affirmation and
critique of fashionable female identity.
This tension between affirmation and critique exists in I Just wanna be Profound and
Gorgeous. A panel of grey silk organza hangs tenuously from the ceiling printed with the
phrase “I just wanna be profound and gorgeous”, which appropriates a user-created text
post from Tumblr. As a piece of fabric the work seems unfinished; perhaps it’s to make a
garment, or maybe it’s a delicate veil, or mimicking the screen. Suspended in a state of
unfulfillment, this work evokes a confronting desperation through confessing to a narcissistic
and insatiable longing for an impossible femininity. There’s an eerie feeling about the work a highly seductive surface brimming with anxiety. Central to this feeling is the idea that the
performance of fashionable female identity on Tumblr is a permanent process of becoming.

I just wanna be
Profound and
Gorgeous
2015
Silk organza,
vinyl print,
thread
Variable

sally molloy
landscape is ‘landscape’
a fixational dissection of long-lasting
bushels and pig-raising
yarns, dust, weeping, blood;
paradise for the cultural fetishist
and the stick-figure crocodile.

Note to self: crocodile
2015
Pencil on Post-it note
3 x 4 cm

james mulholland
Currently, my practice investigates the ‘nocturnal self’ that exists inside the young Brisbane
male. I examine its formative relationship with crime scenes and “hooliganism” that are
culturally inseparable from the nightlife in Brisbane’s Fortitude Valley. I produce large,
graphic, drawn, re-interpretations of this imagery on paper. Much this imagery is subject to
a deliberate process of removal wherein the unseen or invisible aspects of the “hooligan”
are equal, or greater in importance to the visual. It is through these omissions that the
drawings cease to be mere translations as the marks are given their own transformative
value. Contemporary photographic documentation of the hooligan is left open to question
through this time consuming, analogue process of drawing. The authenticity of the young
male “Deviant” that frequents in news-worthy “crime narratives” is placed under scrutiny and
separated from his contemporary media driven myth. Inevitably, this process provides an
outlet in which I explore my own ‘nocturnal self’ as well as those of my subjects.

Untitled 8
2014
Pencil on paper
112 x 74 cm

The experience of relocation from South Africa to Australia has made me aware of subtle
ties in daily life that never interested me before. The constant exploration of cultural identity
in my art practice is a search for understanding of the nuanced cultural differences that exist
between South African and Australian culture. Using found objects of implied or real cultural
value is pivotal in my exploration process, and resulting video works. The cultural nuances I
have focused on include language, sounds and food; orchestrating a portal into a different
time and place. Subtle juxtapositions are used to pose two different worlds against each
other. The coming from and the moving towards has left me stranded in the middle. For me,
it is forever a composition of two cultures that have been merged into a single entity.

annelize mulder

PAP
2015
HD Video
1:15 minutes

jason murphy
The human form is represented through
the imposed caste system utilised by
the colonial ruler to separate Aboriginal
families. The title He who caste the first
stone, references the Christian morality
that denied Aboriginal people the right to
practice our own culture.

He who caste the first stone
2015
Acrylic
90 x 65cm

sarah poulgrain
I’ve made a clay bust of Llewellyn and painted it with acrylic. This is the second bust of
Llewellyn I’ve made - the first version fell over. The second bust was made from a sitting,
rather than from a photo, and when his face is relaxed his lips are surprisingly big.

Llewellyn Bust
2015
clay and acrylic paint
30 x 30 x 140c

caity reynolds
This work is about arbitrary
connections and misplaced
intimacy. Although intended
to be tongue-in-cheek, I
Don’t Feel a Thing can
be suggestive of either
emotional
or
physical
paralysis, acknowledging
the
ineffectuality
and
futility of some human
connections.

I Don’t Feel A Thing
2015
oil on board, clay, wood
25.5 x 19 x 5 cm

aish saffigna
Social alienation is a little awkward to discuss.
But it feels a little less scary when you have the privacy to draw it.

Aspects of Self 3
2015
Ink on paper
12.5 x 12.5 cm each

Aspects of Self 4
2015
Ink on paper
12.5 x 12.5 cm each

cosima scales
This painting is based
on an initial collage;
combining imagery from
real estate photographs
found in “for sale” listings,
and snapshots of idyllic,
empty wilderness. This
work is one in a series of
paintings responding to
the human compulsion
to control the landscape,
and attempts to reconcile
conflicting desires for the
comfort of the suburban
home and the adventure
of discovery in nature.

Dream Home
2015
Oil on plywood
61 x 45 cm

“The brief span of an individual life is misleading. Each one of us is as old as the entire
biological kingdom, and our bloodstreams are tributaries of the great sea of its total memory.
The uterine odyssey of the growing foetus recapitulates the entire evolutionary past, and its
central nervous system is a coded time scale, each nexus of neurones and each spinal level
marking a symbolic station, a unit of neuronic time.”
- JG. Ballard, The Drowned World

sikarnt skoolisariyaporn

Fish Tank
(Historical
Theme)
2015
Looped single
channel video
3:51 minutes

tyza stewart
Tyza Stewart’s self-portraiture is centred on a project of visualising and experimenting with
gender modification. In everyday interactions, Tyza observes and experiments with physical
presence and how it influences perceptions. The artworks both record and facilitate aspects
of this process. Tyza Stewart is developing an art practice that disrupts gender-normative
readings of their life, bringing our attention to the multiple systems—symbolic, behavioural,
political, etc—that guide our readings of people, and the degree to which we allow people
to present seemingly contradictory genders or identities.

Untitle With Rat
2015
Lithograph
101 x 76 cm

Karen, the Australian text-to-voice-reader-for-Mac, endlessly reads the artist’s rejection
email from this year’s Churchie Emerging Art Show while the titles of the rejected works are
displayed on screen.

lynden stone

The rejection email
2015
video loop 2 min
30 sec, portable
media player
10.5 x 22 cm

Stemming from the dawn of the industrial revolution, there has been a prevailing narrative that
technology is intrinsically tied to positive cultural progression; that the shiny chrome surface
of new technologies will guide us through the ominous fog that is our future. Shannon
Tonkin is not this naive, as illustrated in her web based works Hyperlink 3000 and Whatever
Happened to Franklyn Price. In these works Tonkin subverts the narrative of technological
positivity by creating deliberately devolved and abject digital works that aim to dominate the
viewer.
In Hyperlink 3000 Tonkin transfers the aesthetics and content of a vicious virus into the
format of an online game, mutating it into a sleazy virtual mine field of lags and glitches.
Click on one of the alluring buttons that bounce playfully on the beginning level and you’ll
either be caught in an endless loading session or transported to another hyper virtual terrain
in schizophrenic fashion. With each click the viewer is further entrenched in an inescapable
loop of fringe sex sites, donation requests and ads for the just plain ridiculous that ultimately
culminates in a sudden computer crash and reboot to the beginning level. Through this
the player is subjugated to the whim of the game, reversing the roles where, instead of you
playing the game, the game plays you.
Hyperlink 3000
2015
Game
Endless

shannon tonkin

by Patrick Zaia

In a similar way, Whatever Happened to Franklyn Price also marginalises the viewer. Placed
in an elaborate narrative that traces links between a mythological wolf child, hair cream
removal and popular online memes, the viewer is asked to navigate through a websites
dedicated to the resolving the mysterious disappearance of Peruvian Pop Star Franklyn
Price. The architecture of the website leads you through a whole variety of facts, files, events,
businesses and advertising that seem coherent but, at the same time, highly questionable
and slightly crazed. The blurring between what is reliable and wacko is also reflected in the
design of the interlinked sites that range from homemade and degenerative to highly flash
and chic. The viewer’s inability to discern the truth from the bullshit asks questions more
generally about the types of information that is available to us online and the motives of its
hidden authors.

‘What ever happened to Franklyn Price?’
2015
Website
Endless

The term “maternal performativity” describes a post-structuralist approach to the maternal,
defining mothering practices as active and performative rather than an essentialist fixed
and passive state of “motherhood”. Drawing from these theoretical notions, in addition to
over three years of lived experience, ‘The Good Mother’ seeks to display and dispel the
myths of mothering, while asserting their relevance and addressing the semiotic taboo of
representing the maternal within a contemporary art setting.

francisca vanderwoude

The Good
Mother
2015
Digital video
6:07 minutes

chloe waters
This is not a self-portrait.
This is in flux.
This is authentic.
This is the self.
This is the surface.
This is the performance.
This is the image.
This is the mask.
This is synthetic.
This is a self-portrait.
The image is the self.

I make myself a drawing
2015
Screenprint
28 x 40cm

amanda wolf
Touch Me I’m Sick responds to the roles vulnerability and degradation play in the pursuit
of pleasure and intimacy. This stop motion film examines the leaking, lumpy body as an
expression of pleasurable abandon, desire and desperation.

Touch Me I’m Sick
2014
Video
1:02 minutes

patrick zaia

by Shannon Tonkin

We are the Trans Genetic Modification Center. Welcome! Look around and enjoy the
wonders of the future. Enjoy the splendid snapshot of what is to come. We are the Trans
Genetic Modification Center, we are TGMC, the bridge between human limitation and
human possibility. In this project we aim to combine the past and the present to create the
future as embodied by TGHD (Trans Genetic Human Dinosaurs). The strength and animal
instinct of the dinosaurs are combined with rational and creative intellect of humans in order
to create the divine being. This our next step on the biological ladder, our leap into a new
era where we transcend the human. Human is the past, TGHD is the future and our guiding
light is TGMC.

TGMC presents TGHD
2014-15
Installation
Dimensions variable
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